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Electrochemical
Innovation Lab

Electrochemical Innovation Lab (EIL)

Based in the Dept. of Chemical
Engineering at University College
London (UCL), the Electrochemical
Innovation Lab (EIL) is a crossfaculty mechanism for accelerating
impact, innovation, enterprise and
research in electrochemical science
and engineering. The scope of
activities in the EIL encompasses:
• Mechanistic understanding
of fundamental processes.
• Materials discovery.
• Analytical diagnostics and
advanced manufacture.
• Device design and development.
• Modelling, optimisation and
life cycle assessment.
• Systems development
and demonstration.

Throughout the EIL, scientific,
engineering and commercial thinking
is embodied in the research phase. In
this way the EIL identifies commercial
opportunities early, considers the
engineering and commercial implications
of the science and builds new research
programmes to accelerate the science
into commercial products.
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The EIL is dedicated to excellence in
research, teaching, and public engagement.
Since it’s formation in 2010, the EIL has
attracted over £35 million of funding and
is currently home to over 80 researchers
active in electrochemical science and
technology. The EIL hosts the UCL Centre
for Correlative X-ray Microscopy and is the
UCL arm of the National Centre for Grid
Scale Energy storage and EPSRC Centre
for Doctoral Training in Fuel Cells and
their Fuels. The EIL also leads The STFC
Global Challenge Network in Batteries and
Electrochemical Energy Devices.
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People
The EIL team, led by Prof. Dan Brett
and Prof Paul Shearing, includes highly
experienced academics, industry leaders
and entrepreneurs, creative researchers
and talented students.
The range of expertise spans moleculesto-systems and draws expertise from
different faculties at UCL, as well as
visiting academics from industry and other
universities. Please see the web site for a
full list of EIL people.

Directors

Prof. Dan Brett

Dr. Paul Shearing

E: d.brett@ucl.ac.uk

E: p.shearing@ucl.ac.uk

T: + 44 (0) 20 7679 3310

T: + 44 (0)20 7679 3783

Dan is a professor in Electrochemical
Engineering in the Department of Chemical
Engineering at UCL. He specialises in
electrochemical engineering, including
the modelling, testing, design, device
fabrication, materials development and
techno-economic analysis.
He has published over 350 peer reviewed
papers in leading international journals
(h=50), and holds five patent families,
based on which he is commercialising
two spin-out companies.
He is the highest published electrochemical
engineer in the UK over the last 10 years
and was awarded the De Nora Prize in
2009 for Applied Electrochemistry from the
International Society of Electrochemistry
and the 2011 Baker Medal from the
Institution of Civil Engineers. He is the UCL
Director of the National Centre for Grid
Scale Energy Storage and the UCL Director
of the Centre for Doctoral Training in Fuel
Cells and their Fuels.
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Paul is a Royal Academy of Engineering
Chair in Emerging Technologies at University
College London and from 2012-16 was a
holder of a Royal Academy of Engineering
Research Fellowship.
His research interests cover a broad range of
electrochemical engineering themes with a
particular interest in the relationship between
performance and microstructure for energy
materials: an area in which he has published
more than 250 papers (>6000 citations, h=43).
He is a pioneer of ‘4-D Tomography’ to study
microstructure in electrochemical materials,
and has used most of the world’s major
synchrotron light sources.
He is a founding investigator of the Faraday
Institution, and leads the STFC Global
Challenge Network in Batteries and
Electrochemical Energy Devices. In 2014 he
was named ‘Young Chemical Engineer of the
Year in Academia’ by the Institute of Chemical
Engineers and in 2016 the RAEng Engineers
Trust Young Engineer of the Year.
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Academic Team
Rhod graduated from Balliol College, Oxford in Chemistry in
2008 and after a short time working for a medical research
spinout in his home town of Swansea obtained his PhD in
fuel cell catalysis from University College London in 2015.
After a post-doctoral research position in redox flow batteries
he took up a position as lecturer in Chemical Engineering in
UCL in 2018. He is currently the project lead for the Faraday
Institution fast-start on Li ion battery degradation. His
research interests focus on studying energy materials using
Dr Rhodri Jervis
rhodri.jervis@ucl.ac.uk a combination of electrochemical and x-ray techniques.

Dr Thomas Miller
t.miller@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Alexander Rettie
a.rettie@ucl.ac.uk
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Tom is a lecturer in Chemical Engineering at UCL and
EPSRC Fellow. He is an expert in the creation and
advanced characterisation of materials for electrochemical
applications across supercapacitors, batteries, fuel cells
and catalysis. In particular he is exploring applications
for 2D carbons, carbon nitrides, black phosphorous and
transition metal oxides created through gentle exfoliation;
the development of new metal oxide, sulphide and nitride
nanoparticles for high-power energy storage applications;
the utilisation of ultrasonic spray printing for advanced
manufacture of electrochemical devices; and the application
of electrochemical atomic force microscopy to study
fundamental processes in batteries and fuel cells.

Alex joined UCL in 2019 as a Lecturer in Chemical
Engineering. His expertise is in the experimental discovery
and characterisation of electrochemical energy materials
and their incorporation into devices, with a focus on
synthesis, electronic/ionic charge transport and advanced
X-ray/neutron scattering techniques (30 publications, h=16,
citations >1250). Current research areas include solid-state
electrolytes for advanced batteries and defect engineering in
functional materials. Prior to joining UCL, he was a post-doc
at Argonne National Laboratory and received his Ph.D. from
the University of Texas at Austin and M.Eng. degree from the
University of Edinburgh, both in Chemical Engineering.
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Operations Team

Toby Neville
Research Lab Manager
t.neville@ucl.ac.uk

Lizzie Howie
Centre Administrator
l.howie@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Jason Millichamp
Specialist Lab and Workshop Planning Manager
j.millichamp@ucl.ac.uk

Dr Francesco Iacoviello
Experimental Manager
f.iacoviello@ucl.ac.uk

Hannah Tipple
LiSTAR Project Manager
h.tipple@ucl.ac.uk

Paul Carter-Bowman
Research Finance Officer
p.carter-bowman@ucl.ac.uk

Tembi Ferdinand
Lab Technician
t.ferdinand@ucl.ac.uk
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People

Flags representing the nationalities of current and alumni EIL members.

The EIL consists of over 80 members of staff and students from 23 countries
including academics, research fellows, technical, teaching and professional
services staff.
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EIL beyond UCL
Our honorary and visiting members are an integral part of the team.

Dr Patrick Cullen
Lecturer in Renewable
energy
Queen Mary University
London

Prof Bruce Hanson
Chair in Nuclear
Process Engineering
University of Leeds

Dr Guanjie He
Senior Lecturer in
Chemistry
University of Lincoln

Dr Gareth Hinds
Fellow and Science Area
Lead in Electrochemistry
National Physical
Laboratory (NPL)

Prof Emma Kendrick
Chair of energy Materials
University of Birmingham

Dr William Maskell

Prof Edward Roberts
Associate Head (Research) in
the Department of Chemical
and Petroleum Engineering
University of Calgary

Dr Ana Belén Jorge
Sobrido
Senior lecturer in Energy
Materials, Queen Mary
University of London
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The late
Professor
Douglas Inman
was a loved
member and honorary
academic of the EIL. To
honour his memory, we
have named our Nuclear
Processing Lab after
him, and present a medal
also named after him at
the annual EIL Day to an
outstanding scientist in
the electrochemical field.
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Research
Imaging & Diagnostics
The performance of an electrochemical
device is typically governed by the complex
interplay of mass and energy. The ability
to ‘see inside’ these technologies allows
the mechanism of operation, degradation
and failure to be examined. In the EIL,
we specialise in developing bespoke
diagnostic and imaging techniques to study
electrochemical devices, and material
structures. These techniques include: X-ray
computed tomography, electrochemical
atomic force microscopy, current mapping,
off-gas analysis, high speed photography,
calorimetry, thermal imaging and a host of
bespoke electrochemical techniques.

Research Portolio
Research in the EIL spans fundamental
investigations through to commercial
demonstrations and whole-systems
design and modelling. Our research
includes materials discovery and
engineering, fuel cells, batteries,
electrolysers, CO2 conversion,
sensors, nuclear fuel processing,
hybrid vehicles, micro-generation and
more. The portfolio of research sits
within six themed areas.
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Electrochemical
Energy Storage
Electrochemical science and
engineering is fundamental to the
development and deployment
of advanced energy storage
technologies: these include advanced
lithium and sodium batteries, Redox
flow batteries, supercapacitors and
water electrolysis. In the EIL we
are developing new materials for
improved performance and applying
novel techniques to help understand
how storage technology works from
fundamental science to systems
modelling and integration. The EIL
hosts the UCL arm of the National
Centre for Grid Scale Storage which
has world-class facilities for analysis,
testing and manufacture of a range of
energy storage technologies.

Materials Discovery, Design
and Manufacture
The materials used in electrochemical
devices are key to their performance
and longevity. These include: electrodes,
catalysts, membranes and structural
components. The EIL has a large
activity dedicated to the discovery and
manufacture of advanced materials,
and their integration into a range of
electrochemical devices. These include
nanomaterials for batteries and fuel
cells and the membranes used as
electrolytes in a range of technologies.
The EIL collaborates extensively with the
Clean Materials Technology Group in the
Department of Chemistry.

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB
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Research

CO2 Conversion &
Electrolysis
Electrolytic electrochemical processes
are one of the most powerful methods
of effecting chemical change and can
be applied to the formation of fuels (H2
and small molecules) from water and
CO2, electrorefining, electrowinning
and electromachining.

Modelling
& Concepts
The EIL specialises in developing
bespoke diagnostic techniques to provide
parameters and boundary conditions
that can be used to validate and improve
models. These models can be used to help
understand fundamental processes, design
better devices or optimise whole systems.
In addition, techno-economic studies
and live cycle analysis are becoming
increasingly important as technologies
approach the market.

Device Engineering
& Development
The EIL has pioneered development
in electrochemical engineering at the
component and device level, where design
innovation and advanced manufacturing
can lead to substantial improvements in
performance and reduction in cost. The EIL
has extensive facilities for fabricating devices,
including a range of rapid prototyping
facilities: CNC routing, laser machining, and
production lines for membrane electrode
assemblies, coin cells, battery packs, PCBs
and bipolar plates.
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Funders
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Three-dimensional image based modelling of transport
parameters in lithium–sulfur batteries
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The Electrochemical Innovation Lab is home to over 50
researchers active in a diverse range of research areas across
electrochemical science and engineering. Host to the UCL
Centre for Correlative X-ray Microscopy and the UCL arm of the
National Centre for Grid Scale Energy Storage, activities at the
EIL encompass all levels on the technological readiness scale,
from fundamental investigations on new materials, to device
design and engineering, modelling and optimization, and the
development of advanced imaging and diagnostics.
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Student Experience
The EIL PhD research team are made
up of a diverse, international and multicultural group of talented researchers.
There are many routes into doing a PhD in
the EIL, here are some of the experiences
from people in the group.
Alice’s research focuses on the
degradation of lithium-ion batteries as
part of the Faraday Degradation Project.
Electrochemical energy storage devices
with high capacities, long cycle lives
and excellent safety characteristics are
being intensely researched. It is therefore
imperative to examine and understand
both the physical and chemical changes
that battery materials undergo upon
cycling, as these changes greatly
determine the overall performance of
the battery.
Alice’s research will employ a variety of
techniques, with a focus on operando
X-ray diffraction (XRD) in order to
connect degradation processes to
their electrochemical
signatures.
Alice Llewellyn
PhD Student

Mateen’s work focuses on both the
theoretical and experimental understanding
of metal oxides and chlorides in molten
salt systems (specifically LiCl-KCl).
Molten salts are versatile and can be
used for a wide variety of applications
which include: recycling battery cathode
materials, reprocessing spent nuclear fuel
and recovery of refractory metals from
their oxides. His research looks at the
fluidised cathode process which is a key
14

Hector is researching carbon nanotubes
as well as bulk carbons for energy
storage applications. His research is
being carried out as a collaboration
between the Condensed Matter and
Materials Physics
(CMMP) group
at UCL and the EIL.
Hector Lancaster
PhD Student

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in
hydrogen fuel cells is sluggish and requires
a high-performing catalyst to make viable.
Platinum is currently the commercial
catalyst of choice but it is not without its
disadvantages. For this reason, and as
part of the CDT in Fuel Cells and their
Fuels, Zahra is working on developing
low-cost alternatives to Pt with enhanced
activity and durability. The electrocatalysts
she synthesises are thoroughly
characterised and electrochemically
tested via ex-situ RRDE
techniques before scaling
up for MEA testing.
Zahra Rana
PhD Student

optimisation of current methods in industry
and has the advantage of an improved
current efficiency as well as high metal
purity retention. Mateen also intends to
explore different electrolytic cell designs
in a range of different molten salt systems
in the hope of making the
fluidised cathode process
even more robust.
Mateen Mirza
PhD Student
UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB

Facilities & Divisions
The EIL is well-equipped with facilities for
carrying out a wide range of fabrication,
test and characterisation work. Larger
scale demonstration facilities are also
available, such as in the Fuel Cell Hybrid
Vehicles Lab, as are computer facilities
and the rapid prototyping workshop.

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB

The maps of the EIL complex show location
of labs and major items of equipment.
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The UCL Centre for Correlative X-ray Microscopy
The EIL hosts a world leading suite
of X-ray CT instruments, which
produce high quality 3D images at
different scales. X-ray CT is uniquely
non-destructive across a range of
length scales, with resolution ranging
from 10s nm to 10s mm, and sample
sizes from 10s micron to 10s cm.
Because of its non-destructive nature,
it is possible to probe materials at
various stages in their life cycle in
response to a variety of processing or
environmental conditions. So-called
‘4-D’ tomography (three dimensions
in space, and one in time) enables
characterisation of microstructure
evolution processes. In turn, this
facilitates an understanding of the
influence of microscopic structural
changes on material degradation.

Following ca. £4M investment in capital
equipment, we have established a
world-leading centre for X-ray imaging
at UCL, which includes:
- High energy micro-CT: >200kV X-ray
source enables <3 micron resolution
of highly attenuating samples with
sample sizes of up to ca. 50 cm and
weights up to 50kg
- High resolution micro-CT: coupled
optical and X-ray focussing enables
sub-700nm resolution at large
working distances, enabling high
resolution scanning in a range of
in-situ environments with a range
of energy filtered X-ray sources to
provide phase discrimination (Zeiss
Xradia Versa 520)
- Highest resolution nano-CT: unique
focussing architecture using Fresnel
zone plates provides resolutions as
high as 50nm in 3D for evaluation
of nano-scopic features using
absorption and phase contrast
techniques (Zeiss Xradia Ultra 810)
The combination of this suite of
tools provides the opportunity for
non-destructive characterisation
across many length scales and
is also supported by a suite of
materials characterisation equipment
including optical, electron and
ion-beam microscopy.
We have also established facilities for
rapid throughput data reconstruction,
visualisation and analysis, including
advanced geometrical characterisation
and mesh-generation from image
data sets, enabling ‘image based’
continuum modelling.
For more information visit our website
(www.ucl.ac.uk/eil/xray).
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Faraday Lab Expansion
Launched by UCL President & Provost,
Professor Michael Arthur, the EIL Faraday
Lab will enable the group to develop
technologies for the electrification
of vehicles as part of a £65 million
government-backed initiative.

The research projects in the lab focus
on discovering materials for batteries
with improved cost, capacity and safety;
developing new ways of fabricating and
scaling-up batteries and understanding
how batteries operate and perform through
advanced characterisation and diagnostic
techniques to help us understand the key
degradation and safety challenges.

“ The Faraday Lab is separated from the
main EIL labs, but because of this we
have a strong community of researchers
who support each other and help make
the lab a productive and fun place to
develop the new
generation of energy
storage materials.”
Dr Theo Suter
Research Fellow

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB
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Modelling Hub
The EIL Modelling Hub is located
at a satellite office on Tottenham
Court Road. The core is made
up of five PDRAs who are spread
across several Faraday Institution
and EPSRC projects. As the
name suggests the main thrust
of the research is computational
modelling and methods in
electrochemical systems.

Stemming from the EIL’s strong
foundation in tomography the hub
largely generates image-based models
and studies that either accent work of
other EIL researchers or form their own
research topic individually.
The Modelling Hub combines decades
of modelling experience and is quickly
establishing itself as a force among UK’s
modelling research elite.
Partnership with the other world class
researchers at the EIL has been a positive
force for both the experimentalists and the
modelers, greatly improving each other’s
impact and expanding the scope of much
of the work already being done at the EIL.
The Modelling Hub now contributes to a
large portion of EIL projects, with many
new PhD students visiting early on in their
studies to see how modelling can expand
their work.
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“ The EIL Modelling Hub consists
of PhDs and PDRAs that are
experienced in modelling a variety
of electrochemical systems such as
Li-ion, Li-S and flow batteries, fuel
cells and super capacitors. Assisted
by high performance supercomputers
and X-ray computed tomography in
the EIL, the modeller team is leading
the role in multi-scale image-based
modelling of next generation batteries
as part of the Faraday Institution project.
Particularly, my work has been focusing
on understanding the interplay between
the electrochemical performance with
the 3D microstructure of the battery
electrode fabricated by different
manufacturing parameters as
well as degradation
prediction.”
Xuekun Lu
Research Fellow
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Case Studies
Tom Tranter is a Faraday Institution
Research Fellow working the Multiscale
Modelling Project.
His research focuses on continuum and
image based modelling of Li-ion batteries
and fuel cells and he is interested in how
physics based models can be linked across
multiple scales to solve real problems with
the greatest accuracy. During his research
Tom has contributed to the development
of several open source scientific python
packages including OpenPNM, PyBaMM,
porespy and pytrax. The images to the
right are taken from Tom’s most recent
work using tomography images of battery
“jelly-rolls” as domains to compute thermal
and electrochemical behaviour.

Xuekun Lu is a Faraday Institution
Research Fellow as well as a
Measurement Research Fellow
at the National Physical Laboratory.
He also works on the Multiscale Modelling
Project where his research interests
lie in correlating 3D microstructure of
the electrode to the electrochemical
performance of energy storage materials
using advanced image-based modelling
techniques (mass transport dynamics,
reaction kinetics, charge transport and
thermal effect etc).

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB
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Access to National and
International Research Facilities
EIL researchers and students are often
granted beam-time at national and
international synchrotron and neutron
facilities, to carry out a range of work in
imaging, diffraction and spectroscopy, these
facilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diamond Light Source, Harwell
ISIS Neutron Source, Harwell
ESRF, France
SLS Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
SINQ Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland
APS, Argonne National Lab, USA
Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, Germany
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource, USA

Faraday Institution Scholars
Programme (FISP)
Through the Programme, the EIL
has been able to support two EILaffiliate undergraduate students,
Shannel Musisi and Nirusan
Sivasupramaniam, in the Department
of Chemical Engineering at UCL.
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EIL and The Faraday Institution
The Lithium Sulfur Technology Accelerator
(LiSTAR) is The Faraday Institution’s Li-S
battery research programme led by Paul
Shearing (principal investigator), James
Robinson (project lead) and Hannah Tipple
(project manager) at the EIL. The programme
is a £9.7m collaboration between UCL, the
Universities of Cambridge, Oxford, Nottingham,
Southampton and Surrey and Imperial College
London designed to develop next generation
Li-S batteries.

The programme is structured across four key
research areas, with 17 PDRA’s and 11 PhD
students supported by leading industry
partners researching developments in:

The LiSTAR programme sits alongside
research into batteries that go beyond
the capabilities of Li-ion at the EIL. Other
research includes The Faraday Institution’s
SOLBAT programme, which focusses on
the development of solid-state battery
technology and has close ties to LiSTAR.
This research direction is vital to ensure
the deployment of electrified alternatives
to a range of applications including

aerospace and heavy vehicles, which are
particularly attractive for Li-S cells due
to their lightweight nature. This research,
which is led by the EIL, has the potential
to enable transformative developments
in Li-S batteries, open new areas for
commercialisation and establish the
UK as the global hub for the research,
development and deployment of this
exciting and rapidly developing technology.

• Cathodes
• Electrolytes & Electrochemistry
• Modelling
• Cell & Device Engineering

“As the LiSTAR project has developed,
it’s been incredible to see the diverse,
world-class research which is being
undertaken in this field both in the EIL
and across the LiSTAR consortium.
By bringing together some of the
UK’s finest academic and industrial
partners in this collaborative manner we
have the potential to have a real-world
impact in accelerating the emergence of
Li-S as a technology of
choice for a range
of applications.”
Dr James Robinson
LiSTAR project lead

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB
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STFC Global Challenge Network in Batteries
& Electrochemical Energy Devices
UCL coordinate the STFC Global Challenge
Network in Batteries & Electrochemical
Energy Devices. The Network promotes
collaboration between world-class users and
developers of large-scale research facilities
and provides a forum to draw together
researchers from a range of disciplines. The
network has an international reach and brings
together researchers from academia, industry
and world-leading large-scale facilities and
supports a range of activities, including:
• Annual scientific meetings
• Industry workshops
• PhD Training Workshops

• Technique development workshops
• Early career researcher conferences
• Grants for travel & experimental design
Further details: www.stfcbatteries.org

Innovation
Creating a spirit of enterprise and an
environment that fosters innovation is a
major aim of the EIL. The EIL Incubator
allows early stage innovations to grow
into fully formed companies, while
benefitting from a supportive and vibrant
university environment. Working closely
with UCL Business (UCLB), the EIL
has created a unique environment for
early stage electrochemical technology
development. This has resulted in a
pipeline of new companies, including
Amalyst and Bramble Energy.
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The model adopted for Amalyst is an
example of the flexibility that UCLB has when
promoting open innovation. The spin-in /
spin-out ‘tube map’ shows how a company
with great potential but frustrated by the
climate for investment came together (spin-in)
with the EIL and UCLB to provide a ‘safe
harbour’ where background IP could be
strengthened and foreground IP developed.
By using PhD students to work on
technological challenges, valuable new IP was
generated and UCLB contributed proof-ofconcept funding that allowed a new company
to be formed in a relatively short time.
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Spin-outs
Amalyst has developed platinum-free low-cost, high performance catalysts for
fuel cell and electrolyser applications. Platinum is the ‘obvious’ choice for most
electrochemical applications, but represents a significant cost roadblock to
commercialisation. Amalyst’s catalysts are a commercial accelerator for hydrogen
energy devices and infrastructure. By replacing platinum with a low cost, high
performance material, the industry ameliorates its cost issue, one of the major and
most long standing commercial obstacles for widespread adoption. Amalyst has
identified and patent protected a class of catalysts.
www.amalyst.com
Bramble Energy is a spin-out company specialising in the development of advanced
fuel cell stack technology. The company specifically uses printed circuit board (PCB)
technology to form the structural parts of the fuel cell. This leads to substantial cost
reduction and leverages the huge existing global infrastructure for manufacturing
PCBs. The unique patented design also allows innovations never before possible with
conventional fuel cells, to improve performance and durability. The company is based
on research performed at Imperial College under Prof. Kucernak and the EIL, where
Dr. Tom Mason and Prof. Dan Brett lead the engineering activities.
www.brambleenergy.com

Prosemino:
/proːˈseː.mi.no to plant,
sow or propagate

Prosemino Ltd. incubates early-stage innovation and accelerates the
commercialization of electrochemical technology and energy materials. The model
provides a rapid and agile route for the progression of IP and offers a technology
launch pad to fast-track ideas to industry. The company provides funds to promote
early-stage innovation and a route to investment for technology generated in the EIL.
It acts as a responsive commercial vehicle that identifies opportunities, provides an
incubator role and spawns independent ‘daughter’ companies that can progress
independently. Prosemino also provides a platform to train and guide researchers
in the translational aspects of their work.

Case Study
Dr Tom Heenan has been
awarded a £100k Faraday
Institution Entrepreneurial
Fellowship for his project on
‘Enabling The Fast-Charging Of Automotive
Batteries’. This fellowship will support
his time and the purchase of essential
equipment and consumables that will
be required in order to realise this timely
commercialisation opportunity. The novelty
of this project originates in his patented
UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB

charging-enhancement technology, the IP
protection of which was supported by UCLB
plc. and UCL Innovation and Enterprise.
Along with co-inventors Chun Tan, Paul
Shearing and Dan Brett, this technology has
been in development for several years and
having already demonstrated charging time
reductions of over 60 % for commercial cells,
this project will now propel the technology
into real-world battery applications from
cordless power tools to electric vehicles.
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Overseas development and collaboration
UK/India Joint Electrochemical
Convention
Prof. Paul Shearing and Dr Rhodri Jervis
attended the Electrochemical Routes to
Energy Storage, Energy Conversion, and
Fuel Production joint UK/India workshop
hosted by the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For
Advanced Scientific Research, Bangalore,
sponsored by The British Council. For four
days, 36 researchers from 7 institutes in
the UK and 15 institutes in India, joined by
more than 30 PhD students from the host
organisation, had opportunity to present their
research, identify priorities for a sustainable
future, and develop concrete ideas for future
collaborations. Mentoring in entrepreneurship
and grant crafting gave participants valuable
insights into creative ways to turn ideas into
impact. Paul gave a keynote on his research
in energy storage and on early career
researcher development. Rhodri contributed
a talk on Redox Flow Batteries. The visit
was an opportunity to consolidate the EIL’s
collaborations and establish new links in areas
of strategic importance to clean growth.

EIL Electrify Cuba
Professors Dan Brett and Paul Shearing have
run a British Council sponsored workshop
on the future of transport in Cuba, hosted
at CUJAE Havana, the Cuban technical
university. Cuba’s ageing transport fleet
creates significant issues with urban air
quality, whilst availability of gasoline also
poses a threat to the sustainability of urban
transport. The workshop, held over 3 days,
brought together researchers from Cuba’s
leading universities and research labs to
formulate research questions in response to
Cuba’s sustainable transport challenges, and
to explore opportunities in the context of the
UK’s Global Challenges Research Fund.

Tokyo Tech
The EIL is part of an international
collaboration between UCL, the Tokyo
Institute of Technology (Tokyo Tech) in
Japan and McGill University in Canada on
”Defect Functionalized Sustainable Energy
Materials: Design to Device Applications”.
Groups from all 3 institutions meet
quarterly to showcase collaborative
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research and unique capabilities, with
research placements opportunities for
post-doctoral researchers and PhD
students. Current joint projects include
collaborations with Prof. Ohashi (National
Institute for Materials Science) and Prof.
Yasui (Tokyo Tech) on advanced materials
for energy conversion and storage.

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB

Outreach
UCell is a group of PhD and masters students
based at University College London, who are
passionate about hydrogen, clean technologies
and electricity storage and love sharing our
knowledge and experience to the general
public through outreach. UCell was launched
seven years ago and in that time, we have
travelled around London and the UK attending
festivals and events with our 3 kW fuel cell
stack to power stages, thermal cameras and,
well, anything that needs powering!

As well as the fuel cell stack,
we also take low power
demonstration fuel cell
kits to schools and smaller
events to explain more
about hydrogen generation
from electrolysis, the use of
hydrogen in fuel cells and
how energy storage can be
done using batteries. In a
time of a changing energy
landscape, we aim to show
how these technologies are
starting to become a regular
feature in our everyday lives.

ucell@ucl.ac.uk | www.ucl.ac.uk/ucell | www.facebook.com/ucellfc | @ucellfc
UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB
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Advanced Propulsion Lab – APL
The aim of the APL is to expand
upon the existing research currently
taking place at Bloomsbury campus,
both from the work carried out by
the EIL team but also work being
done by other departments such as
Mechanical & Electrical engineering.
While the EIL work focuses on small
scale applications and fundamentals,
APL will focus on large scale design and
application. This will allow collaborative
design and development to be carried
out with industry across the full platform
of technology readiness level (TRL’s).
By bringing a range of UCL departments
together and focusing into a specific
area of research it is possible to provide
a complete overview of expertise
and integrated design from both
components and the system itself.
The APL at UCL East will deliver:

• A unique standalone testing facility
for automotive-scale battery and
fuel cell technology enabling the
testing of both component elements
and whole systems. No UK facility
currently offers independent testing
for both technologies at this scale so
this stands to be a critical resource
for academia and industry, and will
provide valuable data for policy
makers shaping future manufacturing
standards and take-up of electric
vehicles.
The APL at UCL East will give a
tangible boost to our incubator
potential, expanding the concept of
the successful Bloomsbury-based
Innovation lab. APL will develop a
pipeline of translational activities with
industry partners, developing new IP
and fostering a unique UCL spirit of
enterprise.

• A vehicle propulsion research
laboratory specialising in advanced
engines and alternative fuels,
electrochemical power sources
and storage (fuel cells, batteries,
supercapacitators and hydrogen
storage).
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Added value of Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park
Being based at UCL East on Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park will have a huge
impact on the capacity of the work that
can be undertaken by the APL.
Indeed, the Olympic Park will provide an
environmental laboratory, a live testing
ground for automotive, marine, drone,
mobility and (dis)ability technologies.
R&D activities will be led at a larger scale
than currently possible on the Bloomsbury
campus – with environmental testing,
including emissions monitoring and air
quality analysis; and rapid prototyping
such as next generation electrochemical
power trains.
The local community will benefit
from tangible hydrogen infrastructure
in the form of a fuel cell hybrid bus
for transport around UCL East and
the local transportation network,
a hydrogen filling station, and an
outreach centre.

UCL ELECTROCHEMICAL INNOVATION LAB
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